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Abstract: 

 

Simeon Polotsky’s (1628-80) unpublished Vertograd mnogotsvetnyi is one of two monumental 

collections of verse composed by the monk in the years before his death. He and his work would 

be subsequently anathematized by the Moscow patriarchate, ensuring that most of his poetic 

output would go unpublished. We find in Polotsky’s verse not only the panegyric and syllabic 

models that would serve as the basis for the burgeoning Russian literary world of the Petrine era, 

but a valuable insight into the dangerous and often violent confessional controversies of the 

seventeenth century. The struggle between the Roman Catholic, Eastern Orthodox, and 

Reformation communities on the Western approaches to Muscovy was all encompassing, a 

tectonic collision in the Slavic lands that left no aspect of life untouched. During this period, the 

ideological and theological battles fought between representatives of these confessions bled into 

debates on topics ranging from the mundane to the ultimate. Emerging from this milieu, 

Polotsky’s poetry reflects this struggle in a singularly accessible and engaging way. 

Pompous uniate (Florovsky) or not, Polotsky emerges as an engaging if not verbose 

representative of his time. The verses of Vertograd provide us with valuable insight into the 

hermeneutic and phenomenological assumptions that shaped Polotsky’s literary output. In my 

paper, I will investigate a selection of epigraphs that the poet composed to accompany the 

illustrated Theatrum Biblicum Piscatorum. Text and image come together here at the intersection 

of Horatian poetics and the hermeneutic of the literal. I will turn to Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s 

response to Husserl in “On the Phenomenology of Language” (1951) and his unfinished 

manuscript The Prose of the World for a theoretical lexicon. What will emerge from this 

investigation is an understanding of Polotsky’s verse that places empiricism and spiritual 

intuition not in opposition, but within the same phenomenological field: the intertwining of the 

Word and the world. 

 

 


